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Abstract ─ A chiral body of revolution (BOR)
which is partially covered by a thin conducting
shield is analyzed using the Method of Moments
(MOM). The axisymmetric system is excited by a
plane wave. The internal fields and the far
scattered fields are computed. The problem is
solved using the surface equivalence principle.
The scattered fields outside the structure are
assumed to be produced by an equivalent magnetic
surface current that exists on the unshielded part of
BOR surface and an external equivalent electric
surface current that exists over the entire BOR
surface. These two currents are assumed to radiate
in the unbounded external medium. Similarly, the
internal fields are assumed to be produced by the
negative of the above magnetic current and an
internal electric surface current that exists over the
entire BOR surface, but is an independent
unknown only on the shielded part of the BOR
surface. These two currents radiate in the
unbounded internal medium. Enforcing the
boundary conditions at the surface of the BOR
results in a set of coupled integral equations for
the three equivalent surface currents. These
equations are solved numerically using the MOM.
The computed results for the partially shielded
spherical chiral body are in excellent agreement
with other data.
Index Terms ─ Aperture, body of revolution,
chiral body, method of moments, equivalence
principle.

I. INTRODUCTION
Figure 1 shows a chiral body of revolution that
is partially covered by a perfectly conducting
shield. The system is excited by a plane wave. We
are interested in finding the field that penetrates
into the chiral body through the apertures on its
surface and the far field scattered by the structure.
The problem of electromagnetic penetration into a
regular dielectric body of revolution that is
partially covered by a perfectly conducting shield
is analyzed in [1] and [2]. The problem of
electromagnetic transmission through an arbitrary
aperture in an arbitrary 3-D conducting surface
enclosing chiral material is analyzed in [3]. The
electromagnetic analysis of general bodies of
revolution is given in [4].

Fig. 1. A chiral body of revolution with two
apertures.
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Penetration of electromagnetic waves through
apertures has been studied extensively. Two
dimensional apertures in thin infinite planes are
studied in [5] and [6]. Apertures in arbitrarily
shaped three dimensional objects are studied in [3]
and [7]. In [3] the internal medium considered was
chiral and in [7] both internal and external media
were regular dielectrics. The research problem
dealt with in [8] relates to a rotationally symmetric
aperture on a perfectly conducting BOR
containing the same homogeneous dielectric in the
interior as well as the exterior. A boundary
integral equation is used in [9] for dielectric
objects partially coated with a perfectly conductive
layer. Diffraction of an electromagnetic plane
wave by a rectangular plate and a rectangular hole
in the conducting plate [10] is rigorously tackled
using the method of the Kobayashi potential (KP
method).
In [11], there is a method applicable to
arbitrarily-shaped apertures (in particular those not
axially symmetric in bodies of revolution)
employing the method of moments. The problem
of the scattering of an electromagnetic plane wave
with arbitrary polarization and angle of incidence
from a perfectly conducting spherical shell with a
circular aperture [12] is solved with a generalized
dual series approach. In [13], the problem of
scattering from a spherical shell with a circular
aperture symmetrically illuminated by a plane
electromagnetic wave is solved by expanding the
fields inside and outside the cavity in terms of
spherical vector wave functions. In [14], a hybrid
FE−BI method that combines the finite element
(FEM) and boundary integral (BI) methods is used
to analyze electromagnetic scattering from
structures consisting of an inhomogeneous
dielectric body attached to perfectly conducting
bodies. A new variational direct boundary integral
equation approach is presented in [15] for solving
the scattering and transmission problem for
dielectric objects partially coated with a perfect
electric conducting (PEC) layer. The absorption
cross section of a dielectric sphere partially
covered by a thin perfectly conducting spherical
surface is calculated in [16]. Two-dimensional
electromagnetic scattering by a dielectric cylinder
partially covered by zero-thickness perfect
conductors is treated in [17]. In [18], an
axisymmetric chiral radome is analyzed via the
method of moments. In [19], a method of moments

solution is presented for electromagnetic scattering
by a three-dimensional (3-D) inhomogeneous
chiral scatterer illuminated by an arbitrary incident
field.
This research work is important because of its
significance for numerous applications in radar
techniques and for tracking and discriminating
between space vehicles and objects.

II. ANALYSIS
Let Sc be the part of the surface of the chiral
body (scatterer) covered by rotationally symmetric
perfect conductors, let Sa be the part of the surface
of the scatterer not covered by the rotationally
symmetric conductors, and let S be the entire
surface of the scatterer as shown in Fig. 1. Here,
the subscript “c” stands for conductor and the
subscript “a” stands for aperture.
The surface equivalence principle is used to
separate the problem of Fig. 1 into two simpler
parts, namely, the region external to surface S and
the region internal to S. The scattered fields in the
external region are produced by an equivalent
magnetic surface current M and an equivalent
electric surface current Je radiating in the
unbounded external medium. The current M exists
on only Sa and the current Je exists on the whole
surface S. The requirement that the tangential
electric field of the external equivalence be zero
just inside S is expressed as



1

e

E e J e , M S





1

e

E  ,
inc

S

(1)

where  e   e  e is the intrinsic impedance of
the homogeneous achiral medium outside the
scatterer in the original problem. Also, Ee(Je, M)
is the electric field of the combination of Je and
M, both radiating in all space filled with the
homogeneous achiral medium that is outside the
scatterer in the original problem. The subscript
denotes evaluation on the side of S facing inside
the scatterer of the tangential part of the enclosed
vector. In (1), Einc  is the tangential part of the
S

incident electric field on S.
The requirement that the tangential magnetic
field of the external equivalence be zero just inside
S is expressed as
(2)
  H e  J e , M      H inc  ,
S
S
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where He(Je, M) is the magnetic field of the
combination of Je and M, both radiating in all
space filled with the homogeneous achiral medium
that is outside the scatterer in the original problem.
The field in the chiral medium is produced by
the equivalent magnetic surface current –M, and
an equivalent surface electric current –Ji radiating
in the unbounded chiral medium. Ji exists on the
whole surface S. The requirement that the
tangential electric field of the internal equivalence
be zero just outside S is expressed as


1

E  J , M     0,
S
e  i ie

(3)

where Ei(Jie, M) is the electric field of the
combination of Jie and M, both radiating in all
space filled with the homogeneous chiral medium
that is inside the scatterer in the original problem.
Here, Jie is the combination of Ji on Sc and Je on
Sa. The subscript
denotes evaluation on the
side of S facing outside the scatterer of the
tangential part of the enclosed vector.
The requirement that the tangential magnetic
field of the internal equivalence be zero just
outside S is expressed as
(4)
  H i  J ie , M     0,
S

where Hi(Jie, M) is the magnetic field of the
combination of Jie and M, both radiating in all
space filled with the homogeneous chiral medium
that is inside the scatterer in the original problem.
In view of (1) – (4), the equivalent currents Je
and M of the external equivalence and the
equivalent currents –Jie and –M of the internal
equivalence assure that there is no electric field on
both sides of Sc and that the tangential electric and
magnetic fields are continuous across Sa.
The product of an arbitrary constant α with (3)
is added to (1) to obtain
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E  J , M   
S
e  e e


1  inc 
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,
E
S
S
e  i ie
e 

(5)

and the product of an arbitrary constant β with (4)
is added to (2) to obtain
  H e  J e , M       H i  J ie , M      H inc  . (6)
S
S
S

The method of moments as applied to bodies
of revolution is used to solve (5) and (6)
numerically. Piecewise linear variation of the
currents is assumed along the generating curve of
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the BOR. The variation of the currents along the
circumferential direction is represented by Fourier
series. An approximate Galerkin’s method is used
for testing. If αβ* is real and positive where *
denotes the complex conjugate, then it can be
shown that (5) and (6) imply (1)–(4)
[20, Section 2]. Equations (5) and (6) are two
vector equations on S where the unknowns in (5)
and (6) are Je on S and the composite unknown
consisting of Ji on Sc and M on Sa.
A. Expansion functions and testing functions
Let electric and magnetic currents Je, Jie, and
M be expanded as
Je 
J ie 

Nt

   I njt Jtnj  I nj Jnj 
N

(7)

n  N j 1

    LjVnjt  L j I njt  Jtnj   LjVnj  L j I nj  Jnj  (8)
N

Nt

n  N j 1

M  e

Nt

  L j Vnjt Jtnj  Vnj Jnj  ,
N

(9)

n  N j 1

t

t

where I nj , I nj , Vnj , and Vnj

are complex

t

constants to be determined and J nj and J nj are

expansion functions given by
T j  t  jn
e
J tnj  t̂



(10)



(11)

T j  t  jn
e ,
Jnj  ˆ

where t is the arc length along the generating
curve C of the body of revolution (BOR),
    t  is the distance from the z-axis of the
BOR,  is the angle measured from the positive xaxis toward the y-axis in the xy-plane, and T j  t  is
the triangular function defined by
 t  t2 j 1
, t2 j 1  t  t2 j 1

 dj
t
 2 j 3  t
, t2 j 1  t  t2 j  3 ,
T j t   
 d j 1

elsewhere
0,


where
d j   2 j 1   2 j

(12)

(13)
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 j  t j 1  t j .

(14)

The generating curve C consists of the straight line
segment from t=t1 to t=t2, that from t2 to t3,…, that
from t2Nt+2 to t2Nt+3 where, as in (7), Nt is the
number of triangles on C. In (8) and (9),
1, T j  t  is in an aperture
Lj  
(15)
0, T j  t  is on a conductor

1, T j  t  is on a conductor
Lj  
0, T j  t  is in an aperture.
Testing functions
by

J t mi  t̂

J t mi

Ti  t 



(16)



and J  mi are defined

e jm

(17)

Ti  t   jm
J mi  ˆ
e
.

(18)



Henceforth, we assume that (7)–(9) have been
substituted into (5) and (6). The symmetric
product of two vector functions is the integration
over S of their dot product. First taking the
t
symmetric product of J  mi with (5), then taking

the symmetric product of J  mi with (5), next
t
taking the symmetric product of J  mi with (6),


and finally taking the symmetric product of J  mi
with (6), one obtains, for (i=1,2,…, Nt) and for
(m= –N, –N+1,…,N), the following matrix
equation.

 Z ntt Z nt Cntt Cnt   I nt  Vnt 
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For (n= –N, –N+1,…, N) where, for q=t or q=  ,

I nq and Vnq are column matrices whose jth
q
q
elements are I nj and Vnj , respectively. The ijth

elements of the members of the 4×4 array in (19)
are, for p=t or p=  and q=t or q=  ,
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p
p
For p=t or p=  , the ith elements of Vn and I n
p
p
are, respectively, Vni and I ni given by

1

Vnip   J pni   Einc  dS
(24)
S
e
S

I nip   J pni   H inc  dS .
(25)

S
S
The preceding discretization gives the 2N+1
small matrix equations {(19) for n=–N,
–N+1,…, N} instead of one large matrix equation
because, due to the rotational symmetry, an
dependent current source produces only an
dependent field.

III. COMPUTED RESULTS
Numerical results are given for the bodies
shown in Fig. 2.
Figs. 3 to 8 are for a chiral sphere contained in
a perfectly conducting thin metallic spherical shell
with a single aperture of α = 30° at its bottom
that exposes the chiral material to the unit plane
wave that illuminates the bottom of the sphere, as
shown in Figure 2. The purpose of choosing this
partially covered chiral sphere is to compare our
results with those of early researchers, particularly
with graphic results in [3]. The generating curve is
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approximated by 1200 straight line segments for
Figs. 3 and 5.

Fig. 4. σ / of the obstacle with 30° aperture at
its bottom. (Insert taken from [3]).

Fig. 2. Sphere and cone with single aperture.
We see marked resemblance between our
graph of Fig. 3 and that of the insert from [3],
Fig. 4. Both graphs indicate insignificant
variations in the overall RCS values as relative
chirality varies from ξr=0.2 to ξr=0.9 with
parameters kea=1.5, εr=2, and μr=1.

Fig. 5. σ /
its bottom.

of the obstacle with 30° aperture at

Fig. 6. σ / of the obstacle with 30° aperture at
its bottom. (Insert taken from [3]).
Fig. 3. σ /
its bottom.

of the obstacle with 30° aperture at
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We see marked resemblance between our graph of
Fig. 5 and that of the insert from [3], Fig. 6.
Figures 7 and 8 show the internal electric
fields along the z-axis of the body with varying
chiralities. The generating curve is approximated
by 3132 straight line segments and 102 points on
the z-axis were used to obtain the graphs.

More results for these structures are available in
[21].

Fig. 9. σ / of the obstacle with single aperture
at its bottom.

Fig. 7. Magnitude of x-component of internal
electric field along z-axis.

Fig. 10. Magnitude of x-component of internal
electric field along z-axis.

VI. CONCLUSION
Fig. 8. Magnitude of y-component of internal
electric field along z-axis.
Figs. 9 and 10 are for a conical-shaped chiral
BOR contained in a perfectly conducting thin
metallic shell with a single aperture at its bottom
that exposes the chiral material to the plane wave
that illuminates the BOR along the z-axis from the
bottom of the conical shell, as shown in Figure 2.
The radius of the aperture is 0.5m, the radius of
the cone is 1m, and the length of the cone is 2m.
The generating curve is approximated by 3132
straight line segments.

In this paper, plane wave incidence on a
homogeneous chiral body partially covered by a
thin perfectly conducting surface is investigated
using the surface equivalence principle and MoM.
The body is replaced by equivalent electric
and magnetic surface currents, which produce the
correct fields inside and out. The application of the
boundary conditions on the tangential components
of the electric and the magnetic fields results in a
set of two equations to be solved. Triangular
expansion functions are used for both t-directed
 -directed currents. The unknown
and
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coefficients of these expansion functions are
obtained using the method of moments.
The inside fields and the scattering cross
section are computed. The results are generated by
a computer code, which produces agreement with
available published results.
The theoretical framework presented in this
paper can be used to obtain results that are not
available elsewhere.
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